
	 	 	 Motivational Interviewing Doula 

 I think about the work I do kind of like a Doula.  Walking along with others as 

they develop MI practice skills and techniques in evoking incremental change for 

themselves.   People lean MI in stages and much of the training calls for activating a 

common sense wisdom about how all human beings get ready for and make 

commitments to change. Much of what we learn early in training: to listen first, make 

time for thinking out-loud, exploring and solving ambivalence so that the client talks 

themselves into trying on their own  next step. Behavior change, is actually enhanced 

by the workers own restraint of things that block this delicate process.  

  This aspect of MI to trust the client in their ability to find their own solution and 

to trust the process while doing your best not to exacerbate client discord reminds 

me of my work as a labor and delivery nurse. 

  I remember collaborating with a woman to create conditions ripe for a new 

soul to arrive. As much as we use our expertise and our state of the art techniques to 

bring on the birth, there was also something else mysterious in the timing of the 

action. We can intervene and take charge if there is a need but the doula skill comes 

with coaxing and inviting the series of changes that bring on a birth. The woman had 

to solve her own puzzle of her body get ready and have the baby.... 

 My work as a trainer inviting and guiding providers to give up a strategies that 

exacerbate defensiveness stuckness based on both verbal and nonverbal signals  in 

favor of developing and learning new skills seems like a no-brainer from my 

perspective. But learning MI takes multiple training and coaching experiences 

including some observed practice with feedback. These next steps in developing a 

strong proficiency can become a stuck place for providers who like the concepts but 



procrastinate the coaching elements of learning MI.  I love the image of am  MI Doula 

to help you organize, implement and develop your skills so that you are 100% 

confident in your MI practice. In 2019, I am offering all levels of training including in 

person and online options. Consider a coaching session or making a tape for 

observed practice feedback. Join an on line coaching group.  Don't keep going over 

the same information. Give birth to your own MI practice. 


